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Abstract. High burnup extension of LWR fuel is progressing to reduce the total process flow and
eventually the costs of the nuclear fuel cycle. A particular fuel restructuring at high burnups,
commonly observed at the periphery of LWR fuel pellets (rim structure), but also in FBR fuels to
some extent and in the Plutonium rich clusters of the MOX Fuels, was considered a priori as a
limitation for burnup extension. Since more than ten years this rim effect have been deeply
investigated. Its causes and consequences are however not yet totally elucidated. The three steps
actually identified of this phenomenon are first a progressive disappearing of the intra-granular
Xenon, the outset of numerous 0.5 to 1 Dm pores and finally a grain subdivision around the pores.
Penalty of the porosity increase on the thermal conductivity is obvious. One expect the fission gases
to remain trapped in the rim porosity up to a 75 MWd/kgUO2 local burnup. Above this threshold, 15
to 20 % of the fission gases seem to be quickly released. Microindentation tests conducted at ITU
have shown the rim structure to resist fracture extension under punching. It is still open whether this
implies certain ductility and viscosity of the material, or if it corresponds to stress relaxation by
microcracking. Whatever the case be, it is suggested that the rim material would be able to decrease
the interaction stresses and to equalise the cladding strains during a power ramp. Moreover, in the
RIA tests, it was concluded so far that the grain de-cohesion caused by gas expansion at the grain
boundaries was responsible for the cladding strain and failure. However, not the rim zone was
affected by grain de-cohesion but the region adjacent to it. Therefore, in front of the question whether
the rim structure degrades the fuel rod behaviour, we continue to argue on its benefit for fuel burnup
extension.

1. INTRODUCTION

High burnup extension of LWR fuel is progressing to reduce the total process flow and
eventually the costs of the nuclear fuel cycle. A particular fuel restructuring at high burnups,
commonly observed at the periphery of LWR fuel pellets (rim structure), but also in FBR
fuels to some extent and in the Plutonium rich clusters of the MOX fuels, was considered a
priori as a limitation for burnup extension.

Since more than ten years this rim effect has been deeply investigated. Albeit, controversies
are still existing on the rim formation process and its consequences on the LWR fuel
management with increasing burnups. Even if the rim affect only, as in most of the cases, a
thin peripheral zone around the fuel pellet, it plays a primordial role in the pellet to cladding
mechanical interaction, in the gap-thermal conductance and, directly or indirectly, in the
fission gas release at high burnups. However, from all the data available today, it can be said
that the rim formation is more a benefit than a disadvantage for the global fuel rod thermo-
mechanical behaviour. Arguments for this statement are given in the following sections.
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2. CHARACTERISATION OF A HIGH BURNUP FUEL PELLETS

hi most of the cases four radial zones can distinguished on the ceramographic picture of a high
burnup irradiated fuel pellet cross section (figure 1); each zone is characterised by a different
the evolution of the porosity feature due to different local temperatures and cumulated
burnups. A description of these zones can be done as follows:

- The central part which has operated at temperatures higher than 1150°C, where a large part
of the fission gases has been released. The longer the temperature have been over 1150°C,
the higher the fraction of gases that will be released. Then most of the gases move towards
the grain boundaries and progressively diffuse along the grain surfaces, letting large pores at
the triple boundaries locations and smaller pores along the grains surfaces. The grains
themselves are often free of porosity.

- The so called intermediate fission gas release zone which has operated at temperatures
between 1000 and 1150°C and exhibits a dark appearance on the ceramography. This dark
aspect is due to a very dense intra- and inter-granular thin porosity, < 1 um diameter, that is
mainly revealed on etching. On EPMA analysis, this zone correspond to the transition
between the central high release fraction zone and the outer part of the pellet with a low
release fraction.

- The third zone, often called the "under-rim" zone, where the initial large porosity is still
observable intact. The thin "as-fabricated" porosity has disappeared due to fission activated
densification during the first irradiation cycles.

- Finally, the outermost 200 to 500 pim-thick region called the "rim zone", which exhibits a
dense intra- and inter-granular thin porosity similar to the second zone about 1 ujtn diameter,
as soon as the local burnup exceeds 55 MWd/kgUO2. Origin of this zone is the neutron self
shielding effect of the Uranium 238, that makes the burnup profiles to become very steep in
the outer zone (200 Jim), leading to a local pellet edge burnup more than twice the average
pellet burnup (e.g., in standard LWR fuels with an Uranium 235 enrichment in the range 3.5
to 4 %). Generally a grain subdivision is observed, turning progressively to a kind of
cauliflower structure (figure 2). For power reactor fuels, this phenomenon has been
identified in the eighties first within a Franco-American high burnup program named
PWS1.72 (Framatome-Westinghouse-EDF-CEA) and then confirmed within the HBEP
international program [1].

3. RIM FORMATION STEPS OBSERVATIONS

Since 1985, many works have been conducted for a better understanding of the rim structure
formation. Controversies still exist in the interpretation of the formation kinetic or formation
steps. The main discussion concerns the mechanisms driving the grain subdivision, hi a
previous paper [2] we brought an argumentation on the chronology of the rim formation,
having the conviction that all the phenomena involved do not start simultaneously at a unique
burnup and that the grain subdivision may be not necessarily achieved, depending on the
irradiation conditions. Thus, we argued that three or four steps may be observable in the rim
formation, in the following sequence:

Step 1 — decrease in the matrix-Xenon concentration as detected by EPMA for burnups
around and above 55 MWd/kgUO2.
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Step 2 — The onset and growth of micrometer sized pores starting not necessarily on the
original grain boundaries.

Step 3 — Local grain subdivision around the pores with equiaxed-sharp shaped subgrains in a
size range 100 to 500 nanometers,

Step 4 — Propagation or not of the grain subdivision in regions between the pores, depending
on the particular irradiation conditions and fuel characteristics (e.g. higher 235U-enrichment
and larger UO2-gran size seem to delay this propagation step).

4. POSSIBLE RIM FORMATION MECHANISM

TEM on 55 MWd/kglTCh uniformely burned samples has shown that during the above
described step 1, an onset of nanometers sized bubbles is observed inside the grains, often
distributed along dislocation lines (figure 3). The rim zone is operating at temperatures too
low for defect recovering (< 750°C). Thus, the lattice energy is continuously increasing due to
the numerous accumulated defects, i.e. Frenkel pairs in the Oxygen sub-lattice, Schottky
neutral defects (vacancies trios: i.e. one U and two O-vacancies), and also other defects as
fission elements occupying interstitial positions. Xenon has a high yield rate, about 30 atoms
for 100 fissions. Usually, Xenon is accommodated by Schottky defects, whose number
increases with the fission density. However, if one can evaluate that at 60 MWd/kgUO2,
nearly 2 % of the atoms other than Oxygen are Xenon or Krypton, it is certain that the
Schottky sites may become saturated at a certain burnup. When the number of Xenon atoms
overpasses the number of sites available they can precipitate into small bubbles, join the
nearest porosity or enter in an interstitial position. Added to the other fission products in
interstitial positions, these atoms can progressively distort the lattice, increasing the lattice
strain (lattice parameter) so far that the system becomes unstable.

This instability would result in an increase of the mobility of the vacancies, group of
vacancies or interstitials. In other terms, one would observe that the apparent diffusion
coefficient of the vacancies and of the Xenon increases when this instability is reached. (We
have evaluated in a previous publication [3] that the Xenon diffusion coefficient would be
increased by a factor 100 in the rim zone.) However, the diffusion distance is small
accounting for the numerous group of defects able to trap the vacancies and the Xenon (group
of vacancies, dislocation lines, dislocation clusters, grain boundaries), so that trapping of
vacancies would lead in a first step to the formation of nano-pores, as those observed by
TEM along the dislocation lines.

These tiny pores are certainly still able to move or to be destroyed by fission spikes, thanks to
their small size. Some pores are more bonded than others. These bonded pores should then be
able to grow, provided the inflow of surrounding mobile vacancies. This assumption should
then lead to the second step, which exhibits micro-meter pores uniformly distributed with a
distance between pores of the order of the average free path of the defects. The pore trapping
results in a vacancies depletion in its neighbourhood, and then to a local excess of interstitials
not able to recombine. The Xenon next to these pores has then a high probability to be
trapped.

The high density of fission spikes induces a perpetual exchange of Xenon between the pore
and the surrounding matrix (about 100 nm). This is the resolution process. This exchange
between the pores and the fuel could lead to a grain subdivision around the pore by a surface
diffusion mechanism (figure 4). However, this kind of grain subdivision would appear on any
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type free surface (as-fabricated pores, cracks, etc), also in hotter parts of the fuel [4].
Differently to that, the characteristic grain subdivision of the rim-zone (third step of the
above section), with formation of 200 to 500 nm sized polyhedrical subgrains around micro-
meter pores, may be explained by the formation of dislocation walls and the rotation of the
lattice fragments to relax stresses. UNE and NOGITA [5] have observed this disorientation
between the sub-grains.

However, referring to the forth step of section 3 and to our work reported in reference [2],
this grain subdivision have not been observed to propagate beyond the pores in the examined
N118 fuel rod, irradiated up to 67 MWd/kgUC^ in the BR3 reactor with a pellet edge burnup
about 110 MWd/kgUO2 (figure 5). How can it be explained? We give here a possible
interpretation.

Most of authors presume that rim pores become over-pressurised, inducing a compressive
stress field in their neighbourhood. This stress field can then act as a driving force for point
defect mobility, aiding the feeding of the dislocation loops and the reorganisation of the fuel
lattice (i.e. sub-grain formation). However, these micro-stress fields may be eventually
balanced by the average hydrostatic pressure (i.e. the macro-stress field), induced by fuel
" solid " swelling with subsequent PCMI (Pellet/cladding mechanical Interaction).

The particular N118 fuel rod mentioned in reference [2] had a recrystallised Zircaloy-4 type
cladding (CEA standard with a final heat treatment at 575°C). Furthermore, this rod has been
irradiated most of the time in the periphery of the BR3 reactor, where the high energy neutron
flux was two times lower than in a commercial PWR. Therefore, during irradiation, the
cladding creep rate has been more than four times lower than in a standard fuel rod. This has
led to a PCMI stress on the cladding four times higher than normal, estimated to be around
160 to 180 MPa instead of the usual 40 MPa in standard EDF PWR fuel rods. Then, it is
possible that the increased hydrostatic stress has slowed down the stress controlled point
defect mobility in the rim-zone and therefore delayed the grain subdivision.

On the other hand, non-constrained samples irradiated within the HBRP project [6], have
achieved a total grain subdivision for burnups as low as 80 MWd/kgUO2.

5. TEMPERATURE AND BURNUP THRESHOLD FOR RIM FORMATION

From lattice parameter and thermal diffusivity measurements, one can assume that the thermal
recovery of the lattice defects starts between 750 and 800 °C. That allows to say that the
lattice damage, if that being the main responsible of the rim formation, is sufficiently reduced
above this temperature threshold so as to avoid rim formation. Speaking of the burnup
threshold, we have already given the value of 55 MWd/kgUO2 for the initiation of the rim
processes.

However, on account of results of the HBRP project, managed by CRIEPI and in which EDF
is involved, and whose main address is to better define these two thresholds [6] [7] [8] [9], it
seems that the temperature threshold has not been confirmed, as grain subdivision has been
observed on samples which have operated at temperature higher than 1000 °C.

But there, the criterion for rim formation had been the grain subdivision. Other criteria can be
used, however, to define the rim width on a pellet cross section: i.e. Xenon depletion on
EPMA profiles, radial pore buildup onset, decrease of the hardness properties. Depending on
the criteria, the rim width evaluation would be not always the same. The question is then,
whether the grain subdivision can be considered specific to the rim.
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6. GRAIN SUBDIVISION AND RIM

We have reported here above that the identification of the rim can be based on several criteria:
the partial disappearance of fission gas atoms on EPMA, the onset of numerous intra- and
inter-granular micrometers pores and the grain subdivision with a cauliflower like structure,
etc.

Disappearance of gas atoms can also be observed in the central part of the fuel. The only
difference is that in the rim the Xenon mobility is not due to thermal activation. On the other
side, onset of numerous intra- and inter-granular micrometers pores are also observable in the
fission gas release transition zone (1050°C-1150°C), where the main phenomenon involved
concerning the gas mobility is the thermally activated Xenon diffusion.

Also, the grain subdivision has been reported in hotter parts of the fuel, but always associated
with high density thin pores similar to the rim zone 4]. On the other hand, we have also
observed that grain subdivision is not always achieved in the rim, even at a local burnup of
110MWd/kgUO2[2].

Then, compared to the rest of the fuel pellet, the main characteristic of the rim seems to be not
the grain subdivision but the athermally induced matrix Xe-depletion (or Xe-mobility or
diffusion). In section 4, it is was suggested that the enhanced Xenon-mobility in the cold fuel
periphery may be related to the saturation of the preferential trapping sites for Xe (e.g.
Schottky trios), together with the continued production of irradiation lattice defects, at
temperatures where no thermal recovery is to be expected.. The threshold temperature for
point defect recovering is estimated around 750 °C.

The grain subdivision effect can then be considered as a consequence of the local stress field
gradients induced by the highly pressurised pores to their surrounding matrix, whatever be the
origin of the pore feature and its pressurization, i.e. athermally or thermally activated
phenomena This could explain why cauliflower like structures has been observed on HBRP
discs having operated at temperatures in the range 1000-1150°C, as well as in Plutonium rich
particles in MOX fuel operated at similar temperatures.

7. RIM AND FISSION GAS RELEASE

What is the participation of the rim on the average pellet fission gas release ? Mogensen and
Walker [10] have recently reanalysed the data provided within the High Burnup Effect
Program (1979-1988) [11]. Comparing the EPMA Xenon profiles, representative of the
Xenon distribution in the fuel matrix (about l(im penetration), and the X ray fluorescence
profiles performed in the RISOE laboratories (about 60u,m penetration), the gas trapped and
released can be estimated [10].This analysis show that most of the gases are still retained in
the fuel up to a local burnup of 75 MWd/kgUO2. Nevertheless, above this threshold, the
information provided in the HBEP programme and the further analysis by Mogensen and
Walker, show a sudden release of 20 % (figure 6).

This observation could be recently confirmed by more recent works performed within the
HBRP Project. Using the KNUDSEN cell technique on high burnup fuel disks samples, a 20
% fission gas release has been determined on the highest burnup samples. Nevertheless, this
confirms that most of the fuel rim porosity remained not interconnected, even at very high
local burnups, since on the contrary higher release fractions would have been measured.
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8. RIM MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The high burnup fuel mechanical properties has been investigated in ITU by SPINO et. al,
using a micro-hardness device [12,13]. Works are under way to put in operation in hot cells
more sophisticated investigation devices using micro-indentation and micro-acoustic
methodologies, to determine creep and elastic properties [14,15]. From SPINO's data, the
material hardness is decreasing quickly in the rim region (figures 10 and 11), exhibiting a
higher toughness. The explanation of these observations is not completely elucidated, but the
mechanical properties evolution seems more related to the pore formation (and the Xenon
redistribution) than to the grain subdivision itself. The hardness level measured versus burnup
is indeed similar between two samples of similar burnups, although one having complete
grain subdivision in its periphery (rim normally constrained) and the other showing a few
grain subdivision (rim region highly constrained).

The increase of the material toughness can be explained by the presence in the rim of the
dense thin porosity, deviating microcracks in there surrounding in order to dissipate the
indentation test energy (crack-arrest). However, the works performed by ITU and EDF several
years ago [16] on Caesium Uranates properties had led to the following conclusions :

- High hydrostatic pressure favour CS2UO4 formation

- CS2UO4 remains stable up to 800 °C and then decomposes

- CS2UO4 has a thermal expansion coefficient 40 % higher than UO2

- Cs2UO4 is highly viscous over 400°C.

Given the quantity of Cs formed in the rim region, one can then assume that this kind of Cs-
compound, even formed in very small local amounts, could modify the material overall
properties, especially the mechanical behaviour. Thus, for fuel rods irradiated under constrain,
it can be assumed that Cs2UO4-type compounds could form at grain boundaries, enhancing the
material cohesion. This could explain why in the rim zone the fracture toughness increases
(less crack propagation), although the increased porosity in the zone would normally impose
the material toughness to drop. However, for fuels irradiated under non-constrained
conditions, the formation of Cs-compounds and the eventual material cohesion improvement
in porous regions would not have to be expected. In the sense of the above, in PWR-fuels
under normal operating conditions, the deformation of the chamfer region (figure 7) confirms
the better capability of the material to flow axially and therefore accommodate partly the
PCMI stress.

9. CONSEQUENCES ON THE FUEL ROD BEHAVIOUR

9.1 Standard Power Ramps

Since a long time, it has been observed that in the LWR plants the risk of a cladding failure
during a power ramp is higher in the burnup range 20-35 GWd /tM than for higher burnup.
This burnup corresponds to the phase of the fuel-cladding gap closure (ie OVERRAMP,
SUPERRAMP, TRANSRAMP, INTERRAMP programs...).

When the average fuel pellet burnup reaches 50 MWd/kgUO2, the rim buildup is initiated,
with a rate of formation depending mainly on the fuel initial enrichment in Uranium 235. As
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soon as the rim exists, a cross section micro-acoustic image shows a perfect chemical
continuity between the fuel and the cladding (figure 8). This means that the pellet hoop strain
is uniformly transmitted to the cladding, while at lower burnup, local high stress
concentrations are involved, induced by the pellet radial cracks opening. Stress concentration
factors between 1.5 to 2.5, can then be estimated.

In fact, several phenomena contribute at high burnups to the uniformisation of the cladding
strain applied by the fuel pellet during a power ramp, namely:

- the hoop fuel swelling that is quasi proportional to the local burnup, avoiding the reopening
of the fuel radial cracks,

- many tiny radial closed end micro-cracks that are to be observed after a power ramp in the
rim region,

- the overall capability of the rim material to dissipate applied mechanical energy like
explained in the paragraph 8, here above.

One can then conclude that from the mechanical point of view, the high burnup effects,
including the rim formation , constitute a benefit regarding the failure risk during a power ramp.
However, what is the validity of such a conclusion for the fast RIA transients ?

9.2 Reactivity Initiated Accident Tests

Many affirmations have been done during the last five years on the negative role of the rim in
an adiabatic fast RIA ramp-test. Such a test induces a high energy deposit in the fuel, during a
very short transient lasting about 1 minute (pulse about 10 s). Accounting for the fission gas
movement kinetics, this duration is not long enough to induce a gas swelling or an important
intra-granular gas redistribution. The PIE observations do not exhibit thus the typical gas-
bubble precipitation on grain boundaries of slow power ramps, but a cladding expansion (and
eventual rupture) accompanied with a strong grain de-cohesion in the intermediate-outer
crown of the fuel. This grain de-cohesion can only be explained by the previous presence of
gaseous and volatile fission products at grain boundaries or regions very close to them, which
suddenly burst during the fast ramp test. This explosive gas thermal expansion is assumed to
cause extensive crack propagation along the grain boundaries, with sudden pellet diameter
increase as a consequence.

However, the rim region seems not to be responsible of this phenomenon. Examining the
post-irradiation ceramography, one can easily observe that the so called " under rim " zone is
the most affected by grain de-cohesion (figure 9). In fact, the rim region or high burnup
agglomerates in MOX fuel as well, exhibits a high stability during the power ramps.

This means that the rim material should not be the main responsible of the high strain applied
by the fuel on the cladding during the RIA ramp. Moreover, the extension of the rim zone
towards the centre of the pellet should be even beneficial in that case.

10. CONCLUSIONS

Since the first observations of the rim effect in the eighties, many works and programs has
been performed providing with a large data base of observations. Many controversies are still
existing in the origin and the kinetic of the process.
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We have shown that the rim formation appears to be related to various phenomena occurring
in four separable phases, i.e. Xe-depletion, pore buildup, grain subdivision and propagation, in
this order. These four steps are not starting at the same time (burnup), and even the last phase
(i.e. propagation of the grain subdivision), can be eventually delayed, depending upon the
increase of the material constraint during irradiation and or the increase of 235U-enrichment
and the initial UO2- grain size. We have also reported that the grain subdivision is not specific
of the rim zone and that it can also appear even in hotter parts of the fuel, provided the pre-
existence of pressurized micropores. The rim phenomenon is therefore mainly related to the
capability of the fission gas and other fission products to move at low temperatures,
tentatively below 750°C which is the temperature threshold to activate the point defects
recovering processes.

We have indicated that the fission gas retention in the rim is higher than 80 % and that the rim
material remains mechanically stable during power ramps. Moreover, fuel materials under
standard operating conditions seem able to deform and then allow the better accommodation
of the PCMI stresses with more uniform distribution of the hoop strain on the cladding.
Finally, it is to remark that the grain de-cohesion observed in the RIA fast transients doesn't
concern the rim zone.

We then conclude from all the data collected that the rim formation is certainly not a handicap
to achieve higher burnups.
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